“The harvest is great, but the workers are few. So pray
to the Lord who is in charge of the harvest; ask him to
send more workers into his fields.”
(Luke 10:2)

THE FUSION
STORY...
God is moving through his church and in the student world. It is
impossible to generate this kind of movement of the Spirit and we are not
called to do that. However, we are called to join in with the movement
of the Spirit and for the last 20 years Fusion has sought to make God’s
movement our movement. That has meant creating language and
vision for what God is doing and wants to do, it has meant developing
structures and pathways to serve and facilitate the movement of God, it
has meant resourcing and training those who also want to participate in
this movement.
This movement is gathering momentum.
We believe the local church is the hope of the student world and are
working with over 1700 churches across Europe to be part of a net that
captures students. Students who have realised life with Jesus is a better
life and that their lives are caught up in a faith adventure. Students who
will carry the love and fire of God into every sphere of society.
Fusion are working to see 10,000 churches be part of this net and raising
up thousands of workers to take their place in and alongside these
churches. Fusion are also mobilising and resourcing student mission
through students in local church and making passionate disciples of Jesus.
Have you got what it takes to be part of this movement?

SPIRITUAL
HEALTH WARNING
If you are of a delicate disposition we highly recommend you stop
reading this document now.
If you love faith, fun and adventure, read on – this is for you.

CALLED TO
FUSION?
“The harvest is great, but the workers are few. So pray to the Lord
who is in charge of the harvest; ask him to send more workers
into his fields.”
(Luke 10:2)

Will you be part of the student mission work force?
Fusion believe God is calling many more people to work to see this
student movement gather momentum and are creating pathways that
allow more people to play their part.
Fusion’s recruitment is moving away from advertising specific roles to
calling specific people to come and join us. If you are called there will be
a role for you.
A Fusion role will involve working across the body of Christ, being
available and able to use your strengths and giftings to serve what God is
doing in the student world and could include any of the following areas:
Student Linkup, Student worker training, student mission, church
relations, operations, administration, finance, new media, web and app
development, international work etc.
What kind of people fit with Fusion?
Fusion have identified 6 culture traits that mean you are a good Fusion fit.

1 CALLING
Calling takes time to develop. Some indicators could be around people
and situations where you feel fully alive or the things you imagine yourself
doing or what you are already good at. Entering into God’s calling always
involves a cost. What are you prepared to sacrifice and pay a cost for?
Fusion are looking for people called to play their part in seeing the
student world discover Jesus.

2 CHARACTER
Character also takes time to develop and revolves around the things we
value. Discipleship is at the heart of developing character and at the heart
of the Fusion movement is a discipling culture. Fusion are looking for
people who want to run passionately after Jesus and commit to making
his character, their character.

3 CHEMISTRY
Chemistry is the elements that we value together, it is what makes the
Fusion team so much fun and work so effectively. It is harder to define and
has to be experienced. If you have encountered Fusion and like what you
have experienced then Fusion could well be a good fit.

4 COMPETENCY
Competence in a Fusion role will flow out of who you are. Firstly your
identity – You belong to Jesus and you operate out of that place.
Secondly your soft skills – your emotional and relational intelligence
define how you work. Thirdly your hard skills – the things you are good at
or can be trained in.

5 CHURCH
Church are the people we are called to serve locally and globally. We have
a high view of Jesus’ church and highly value relationships and community.
The Fusion movement is rooted in church and so are the individuals on
the Fusion Team.

6 CAPACITY
Capacity is our ability to run the race with perseverance. The Fusion Team
embody the message and so this isn’t a 9-5 mentality, neither is it a burn
up or blow out one. We encourage a high capacity through rhythms of
retreat, replenishment and role outworking. In short are you a work hardplay hard person?

BENEFITS OF WORKING AS PART OF
THE FUSION TEAM
Training – Be trained and be available to train others
Development - Fusion induction, retreat days, active discipleship,
personal development
Opportunities – Fusion has created a pathway to outwork your
calling to students
Growth – Fusion expects ongoing personal growth in identity,
character and gifting
Challenge – You must enjoy a challenge and a faith adventure
Support – Every encouragement and resource will be provided to
do your role well
Travel – A mobile mentality and readiness to travel in the UK/
Europe
Team – You will be part of a gifted and relational team

FINANCING YOUR FUSION ROLE
There is a cost to outworking calling and God’s calling in our lives is
always tested. The financial pathway that Fusion have adopted is not a
test, however, it does serve as an indicator for the adventurous faith that
is needed to work for Fusion.
Finance Pathway
• New team members will need to raise 1 day / week before starting.
• They will start being paid 2 days a week.
• They will be paid 3 days per week when 2 days has been raised etc.
• 3 day a week new starters have 6 months to get to 100% pro rata
funding, 4 day have 9 months and 5 day have 12 months.
• A contract is offered that rounds up funding raised to the nearest half
day. (ie someone on 4 day a week after 9 months has raised 3.6 days a
week. They receive a 4 day a week contract)
Salary expectations for Fusion
Fusion starting salary* is £16,000 pro rata, therefore:
• 20% - 1 day/ week – requires £267 of support / month
• With an estimate of 8-12 regular supporters
*depending on location and experience
Gift Aid claimed on partner giving goes towards covering expenses.
Unless based in Loughborough or York team members will be at least 3
days a week.
The benefits of creating a team to partner with you
• The process of inviting partners is deeply transformational for you and
for them.
• The invitation to journey together in Kingdom work is mutual and
deeply fulfilling.
• Friendship is forged at a much deeper level.
• People who will pray for us and this work are more precious than gold.
• We have the privilege of praying for and standing with our partners in
the things they face.
• It keeps us humble, faith filled and trusting God.

“Most people want to give to a ministry that is going somewhere. It
doesn’t have to be big or spectacular or even humanly successful,
but it does have to have God’s fingerprints all over it.”
- Scott Morton

Interested? E-mail hello@fusion.uk.com for an application form

